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Determination of the Weak Phaseg from Rate Measurements inB6 ! pK, pp Decays
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A method is described which, under the assumption of SU(3) symmetry, allows one to determine
the angleg  argsV p

ubd of the unitarity triangle from time-independent measurements of the branching
ratios for the rare two-body decaysB1 ! p0K1 and B2 ! p0K2, as well as of theCP-averaged
branching ratios for the decaysB6 ! p6K0 and B6 ! p6p0, all of which are of order1025. The
effects of electroweak penguin operators are included in a model-independent way, and SU(3)-breaking
corrections are accounted for in the factorization approximation. [S0031-9007(98)07845-4]

PACS numbers: 12.15.Hh, 11.30.Er, 11.30.Hv, 13.25.Hw
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The study ofCP violation in the weak decays ofB
mesons will provide important tests of the flavor sector o
the standard model, which predicts that allCP violation
results from the presence of a single complex pha
in the quark mixing matrix. The precise determinatio
of the sides and angles of the unitarity triangle, whic
is a graphical representation of the unitarity relatio
V p

ubVud 1 V p
cbVcd 1 V p

tbVtd  0, plays a central role in
this program [1]. Whereas the angleb  2 argsVtdd will
be accessible at the first-generationB factories through the
measurement ofCP violation in the decayB ! JycKS,
the angle g  argsV p

ubd is harder to determine. The
sum sb 1 gd can be extracted in a theoretically clea
way from measurements ofCP violation in the decays
B ! pp (or in the related decaysB ! pr andrr), but
because of experimental difficulties such as the detecti
of the modeB ! p0p0 this will be a long-term objective.
A method to determineg proposed by Gronau and Wyler
uses rate measurements for sixB ! DK decay modes
[2], some of which require the reconstruction of th
neutral charm-mesonCP eigenstateD0

1. A variant of
this approach usingB ! DKp decays has been discusse
by Dunietz [3]. Unfortunately, these methods rely eithe
on measurements of some processes with very sm
branching ratios, posing experimental [4] and theoretic
[5] challenges, or on measurements requiring considera
precision (see, e.g., Refs. [6,7], and references therein)

In view of these difficulties, approximate methods t
determine the angleg have received a lot of atten-
tion. The simplest of these methods was proposed
Gronau, Rosner, and London (GRL), who suggested a
angle construction involving the amplitudes for the deca
B1 ! p1K0, p0K1, andp1p0, as well as for the cor-
respondingCP-conjugated decays [8]. Besides a plau
sible dynamical assumption this method relies on SU(
flavor symmetry in relatingB ! pp with B ! pK de-
cays. Later, it was argued that the GRL method
spoiled by electroweak penguin contributions, which hav
76 0031-9007y98y81(23)y5076(4)$15.00
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an important impact inB ! pK decays and upset the
naive SU(3) triangle constructions [9,10]. More sophi
ticated methods based on quadrangle constructions
volving other decay modes such asB0

s ! p0h [10] or
B1 ! hs0dK1 [11,12] were invented to circumvent this
problem. There have also been proposals for derivi
bounds ong using CP-averaged rate measurements
B ! pK decays [13–18], and for combining these me
surements with those of rate asymmetries and other
cays likeB ! KK̄ to obtain further information [19,20].

In the present Letter we propose a variant of th
original GRL method, which based on the findings of o
previous work [18], includes the potentially dange
ous electroweak penguin contributions in a mode
independent way using Fierz identities and SU(
symmetry. We thus obtain an approximate method f
learning cosg that is conceptually as simple and uses t
same experimental input and theoretical assumptions
the GRL method, though the actual triangle constructio
are somewhat more complicated. The main advantage
our approach is that it is based on rare two-body deca
that are relatively easy to access experimentally, and t
have larger branching ratios than the decays needed
all other methods of measuringg. Although the accuracy
of this extraction may ultimately be limited by theoretica
uncertainties, even an approximate value for cosg will be
very useful, if only to help eliminate discrete ambiguitie
inherent in other determinations [21].

The basis of our method is the amplitude relation

3A3y2  AsB1 ! p1K0d 1
p

2 AsB1 ! p0K1d

ø
p

2
Vus

Vud

fK

fp

jAsB1 ! p1p0dj

3 eif3y2 sdEW 2 eigd , (1)

where A3y2 is an isospin amplitude parametrizing th
DI  1 transition B ! spKdI3y2, eif3y2 is a strong-
interaction phase, andeig is the weak phase associate
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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with the quark decaȳb ! ūus̄. The second relation is
strictly valid in the SU(3) flavor-symmetry limit; however,
the factorfKyfp  1.22 6 0.01 accounts for the leading
(i.e., factorizable) corrections to that limit. The crucia
new ingredient in (1) with respect to the correspondin
relation used in Ref. [8] is the presence of the parame
dEW accounting for the contributions of electrowea
penguin operators. We have recently shown that in t
SU(3) limit this parameter is real (i.e., it does not carr
a nontrivial strong-interaction phase) and calculable
terms of Wilson coefficients and electroweak paramete
[18]. The result is

dEW  s1 2 kd
1.71a

l2Rb
 0.63 6 0.11 , (2)

where a  1y129 is the electromagnetic coupling a
the weak scale,l  0.22 is the Wolfenstein parameter,
Rb  l21jVubyVcbj ø 0.41 6 0.07 [22], and k ø 0.05
accounts for factorizable SU(3)-breaking corrections. T
derivation of this result uses the fact that the releva
electroweak penguin operators are Fierz equivalent to
usual current-current operatorsQ1 andQ2 of the effective
weak Hamiltonian forB ! pK decays [15], and that
in the SU(3) limit the isospin amplitudeA3y2 receives a
contribution only from the combinationsQ1 1 Q2d, but
not from the differencesQ1 2 Q2d.

As in the original GRL method, we must rely on
the dynamical assumptions thatjAsB1 ! p1p0dj 
jAsB2 ! p2p0dj and AsB1 ! p1K0d  AsB2 !
p2K̄0d. Whereas the first relation follows from the
fact that only the current-current operators contribute
B6 ! p6p0 decays (electroweak penguin contribution
can be neglected in this case [23]), the second one
sumes that there are only negligible contributions propo
tional to the weak phaseeig to the amplitude for the
decay B1 ! p1K0, which thus can be taken to have
the simple formAsB1 ! p1K0d  eipeifP jAsB1 !
p1K0dj, where eip is the weak phase of the lead
ing top- and charm-penguin amplitudes, andeifP is a
strong-interaction phase. Possible contributions to th
amplitude proportional to the weak phaseeig are indeed
expected to be very small, because they could come o
from up-quark penguins or annihilation topologies [24
However, this intuitive argument could be invalidated
soft final-state rescattering effects were very importa
[14–17,19,20]. We stress, therefore, that the assumpt
AsB1 ! p1K0d  AsB2 ! p2K̄0d is a working hy-
pothesis of our method, which must be tested ind
pendently. A necessary condition for the validity o
this assumption is the absence of a sizable directCP
asymmetry in the decaysB6 ! p6K0. If we write
AsB1 ! p1K0d ~ eifP seip 1 eigeih´ad, where´a ø
1 measures the strength of possible rescattering contri
tions andeih is a strong-interaction phase, thenaCP ø
2´a sing sinh. Since the global analysis of the unitarity
triangle prefers values ofg such that sing  Os1d, and
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since sinh is unlikely to be small because withou
sizable strong phases there would not be a rescatte
contribution in the first place, a small experimental val
for the asymmetry would be a strong indication that o
working hypothesis is justified.

Let us define the amplitude ratios

´3y2 
Vus

Vud

fK

fp

p
2 jAsB1 ! p1p0dj
jAsB1 ! p1K0dj

,

r6 

p
2 jAsB6 ! p0K6dj
jAsB1 ! p1K0dj

,
(3)

which under the assumptions stated above can be de
mined experimentally through time-independent rate m
surements via

´3y2 
p

2
Vus

Vud

fK

fp

3

"
B sB1 ! p1p0d 1 B sB2 ! p2p0d
B sB1 ! p1K0d 1 B sB2 ! p2K̄0d

#1y2

,

r6  2

"
B sB6 ! p0K6d

B sB1 ! p1K0d 1 B sB2 ! p2K̄0d

#1y2

.

(4)

A future measurement ofr1 fi r2 would signal direct
CP violation in the decaysB6 ! p0K6. At present,
preliminary data reported by the CLEO Collaboratio
[25] imply f 1

2 sr2
1 1 r2

2dg1y2  1.46 6 0.37 and, com-
bined with some theoretical guidance,´3y2  0.24 6

0.06 [18]. Moreover, we define

dEW 2 eig ; %szde2ic (5)

with z  cosg, so that

%szd 
q

1 2 2zdEW 1 d
2
EW , sinc 

sing

% szd
.

(6)

In terms of these quantities, the triangle relation (1) a
its CP conjugate take the form

1 1 ´3y2% szdeisDf7cd  r6eij6 , (7)

where Df  f3y2 2 fP is an unknown strong-
interaction phase difference, while the phasesj6 contain
both strong and weak contributions. It follows that

cossc 7 Dfd 
r2

6 2 1 2 ´
2
3y2%

2szd
2´3y2% szd

; x6szd ,

coss2cd  1 2
2s1 2 z2d

%2szd
.

(8)

Combining these results, we find that the allowed so
tions forz  cosg can be obtained from the real zeros
the equation

sr2
1 2 r2

2d2

16´
2
3y2

1
s1 2 z2d2

%2szd
 s1 2 z2d f1 2 x1szdx2szdg ,

(9)
5077
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which, taking into account thez dependence of%szd
and x6szd, correspond to the zeros of a fourth-ord
polynomial inz.

A simplified analysis can be performed if the pha
differenceDf turns out to be small or close to 180±—
a possibility that can be tested for experimentally. To t
end, one exploits the following exact relations:

cosg  dEW 2

1
2 sr2

1 1 r2
2d 2 1 2 ´

2
3y2s1 2 d

2
EW d

2´3y2scosDf 1 ´3y2dEWd
,

r2
1 2 r2

2  4´3y2 sing sinDf .
(10)

The global analysis of the unitarity triangle prefers valu
of g in the range47± , g , 105± [26], which would
imply sing . 0.73. Then the second relation can b
used to obtain a reasonable estimate and upper limit
sinDf. If it turns out that sinDf is small, corresponding
to a situation wherejDfj ø 0± or 180±, one can set
cosDf  61 in the first relation to obtain

cosg ø
s1 6 ´3y2dEWd2 2

1
2 sr2

1 1 r2
2d 1 ´

2
3y2

2´3y2s61 1 ´3y2dEWd
,

(11)

which determines cosg up to a possible twofold ambigu
ity. From (10), it follows that a criterion for the valid
ity of this approximation is that the deviation of cosDf

from 61 be less than the uncertainty in the produ
´3y2dEW , i.e., minsjDfj, jDf 2 pjd ,

p
2Ds´3y2dEWd.

With present uncertainties on the parameters´3y2 and
dEW , which are unlikely to be improved much in th
near future, this implies minsjDfj, jDf 2 180±jd , 17±.
With the current experimental values for the various p
rameters, and in the absence of independent experime
results forr1 andr2, the relations (10) do not yet provid
for a useful estimate of cosg; however, they may becom
valuable with more precise measurements. It is rema
able that even in the caser1  r2, i.e., in the absence o
direct CP violation in B6 ! p0K6 decays, cosg can be
determined using relation (11), which becomes exact
that limit.

In practice, the determination ofg using (9) or (10) is
limited by experimental as well as theoretical uncerta
ties in the extraction of the parametersr6, ´3y2, anddEW .
Let us illustrate the situation with a realistic examp
Assume that the true values of the parameters areg 
76± (the center of the region preferred by the global ana
sis), ´3y2  0.24, and dEW  0.63 (the current central
values), and that the strong phase difference takes
value Df  20±. It then follows thatr1 ø 1.18 and
r2 ø 1.04. Let us assume that we can measure the val
of these parameters with some errors given byD´3y2 
0.04, DdEW  0.09, andDr6  0.05. We do not antici-
pate that́ 3y2 anddEW will soon be known with an accu-
racy much better than today, because these quantities
affected by theoretical uncertainties such as the estim
5078
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of SU(3)-breaking effects. We thus assign a 15% error t
them [27]. The assumed error on the amplitude ratiosr6

corresponds to a measurement of the corresponding r
tios of branching ratios with a precision of about 10%.
In this example, the approximate value for cosg ob-
tained by setting cosDf  1 in (10) is cosg ø 0.26 6

0.14sr6d 6 0.09sdEWd 6 0.09s´3y2d, which is close to
the correct value cosg ø 0.242. We have quoted the
various sources of errors separately. It is apparent that th
precision in the measurements of the ratiosr6 is the lim-
iting factor of our method. The approximate solution ob-
tained with cosDf  21 is cosg ø 1.13 6 0.19sr6d 6

0.12sdEWd 6 0.10s´3y2d, which is excluded by the global
analysis of the unitarity triangle. In Fig. 1, we show
the distribution of the exact real solutions of Eq. (9) for
1000 random choices of the Gaussian errors in the var
ous input quantities. The solutions where cosg ø 61
can again be excluded based on the global analysis
the unitarity triangle. From the central peak, we obtain
cosg  0.24 6 0.18, implying at 1 standard deviation
jgj  s76 6 11d±.

To conclude, we have shown that the weak phaseg 
argsV p

ubd can be determined using time-independent mea
surements of the branching ratios for the decaysB1 !
p0K1 andB2 ! p0K2, as well as of theCP-averaged
branching ratios for the decaysB6 ! p6K0 and B6 !
p6p0. The new development that makes this method
practical is the observation that the strong phases of th
I 

3
2 electroweak penguin and tree amplitudes are re

lated to one another by Fierz identities and SU(3) flavo
symmetry. SU(3)-breaking corrections can be accounte
for in the factorization approximation. On the other hand
like many earlier proposals our method relies on the dy
namical assumption that final-state rescatterings do not in
duce a sizable contribution proportional to the weak phas
eig in the amplitude for the processB1 ! p1K0. The

- 1. - 0.5 0 0.5 1.

z
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50.

100.
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FIG. 1. Real solutions forz  cosg obtained from (9) in
a simulation of 1000 experiments with Gaussian errors a
specified in the text. The correct value isz  cos76± ø 0.242.
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validity of this assumption can be tested for experime
tally by searching for directCP violation in this decay.
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